Title: SENDING OF DATA FROM A VEHICLE SUPPORT CENTRE TO A VEHICLE

Abstract: The present invention provides a way for a vehicle support centre (16) to send data to a vehicle (10) via a radio communication network (14) supporting packet based communication. The vehicle requests communication from the network and sends registration packets (P1) according to a connectionless communication protocol to the vehicle support centre regularly at a fixed interval, where the interval is short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same. The vehicle support centre (16) receives registration packets (P1), when receiving a first registration packet having a new dynamic connectivity identity, associates the dynamic connectivity identity with the vehicle, checks, when receiving at least some registration packets, if there is any data to be sent to the vehicle and sends such possible data in a return packet (P2) with the dynamic connectivity identity as destination address.
SENDING OF DATA FROM A VEHICLE SUPPORT CENTRE TO A VEHICLE

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

5 The present invention generally relates to the field of vehicles and the transmission of vehicle related data between vehicles and vehicle support centres. More particularly the invention relates to a method, vehicle communication handling device, vehicle and computer program product for simplifying connection of a vehicle support centre to the vehicle as well as to a method, vehicle support centre and computer program product for sending information to a vehicle.

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

In the field of vehicles and especially the field of transport vehicles there is an ever increasing need to transmit data between the vehicle and a vehicle support centre. The type of data transmitted can typically be transport order data, like for instance information sent from the support centre to the vehicle regarding where and when different shipments are to be made. It is also of interest to transfer for instance driver log information, like information about the activities that a driver has performed during the execution of a transport order, like when he has been active, rested etc and where he is located at different instances in time. It is furthermore of interest to also supply information about the vehicle to the vehicle support centre in order to for instance in time identify possible faults and malfunctions in the vehicle.

25 Because of the mobile nature of such vehicles the communication normally has to be wireless.

One example of a system for transferring information between a vehicle and a support centre is given in US2004/0090950, which describes the sending of data to and from vehicles using MDPP messages. Here a vehicle sends a registration MDPP message to a base system and receives a confirmation signal in an MDDP data packet. Retransmission of the MDPP message is performed. Such data packets do however use the identity of the
radio communication device (MIN number) for communication between network and vehicle.

WO2004/070503 describes queuing of messages that are sent between applications via a network.

However the costs associated with wireless transmission are today considerably higher than the costs associated with landline transmission. From a data transmission point of view it is also of interest to limit the amount of data transmitted as much as possible.

For this reason it is of interest to use a communications protocol for the network that is connectionless but with a limited security function, like the protocol UDP (Universal Datagram Protocol). This protocol allows a substantial decrease of the data amounts transferred. This protocol furthermore allows a vehicle support centre to communicate with several different vehicles, but at the same time the vehicle support centre does not have to reserve a lot of addresses and port numbers for different connections as it would have to when for instance using TCP (Transfer Control Protocol). The problem however is that often dynamic addressing and port numbers are assigned to packets sent from the vehicle. This means that the vehicle support centre has a big problem in finding out where to send packets when it wants to initiate communication with a vehicle.

The traditional way of finding this out is by sending a DNA (Domain Name Address) request to a name server, which responds with address and port number. This is however a rather cumbersome and inefficient way to find out this information, especially if there is a constant need for communicating.

There is therefore a need for simplifying for a vehicle support centre to be able to contact a vehicle that is communicating with such a protocol via a network supporting packet based communication.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One object of the present invention is to solve the problem of simplifying for a vehicle support centre to be able to contact a vehicle that is communicating with a connectionless communication protocol via a network supporting packet based communication.

According to one aspect of the present invention, this object is achieved by method, provided in a vehicle equipped with a radio communication unit, for simplifying connection of a vehicle support centre to the vehicle using a radio communication network supporting packet based communication, comprising the steps of:

- requesting communication from the network, and
- sending a registration packet according to a connectionless communication protocol to the vehicle support centre,

wherein the steps of requesting communication and sending a registration packet are performed regularly at a fixed interval, where the interval is short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same.

According to another aspect of the present invention, this object is also achieved by method of sending information to a vehicle from a vehicle support centre using a radio communication network supporting packet based communication and comprising the steps of:

- receiving registration packets addressed to the vehicle support centre according to a connectionless communication protocol, each including a dynamic connectivity identity as a source identity in the packet, which registration packets have been sent at a fixed interval, the interval being short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same,

when receiving the first registration packet having a new dynamic connectivity identity, associating the dynamic connectivity identity with the vehicle,

when receiving at least some registration packets, checking if there is any data to be sent to the vehicle in a vehicle data queue, and
sending such possible data in a return packet with the dynamic connectivity identity as destination address.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, this object is furthermore achieved by a vehicle communication handling device for simplifying connection of a vehicle support centre to a vehicle via a radio communication network supporting packet based communication comprising:

- a radio communication unit for communication using the radio communication network, and
- a control unit arranged to order the radio communication unit to request communication from the network, and order the communication unit to send a registration packet according to a connectionless communication protocol to the vehicle support centre, wherein the control unit is arranged to order the radio communication unit to perform said requesting of communication and sending of registration packets repeatedly at a fixed interval, the interval being short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same.

According to one aspect of the present invention the vehicle communication handling device is provided in a vehicle.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, this object is also achieved by a vehicle support centre for sending information to a vehicle using a radio communication network supporting packet based communication and comprising:

- a communication unit arranged to receive registration packets addressed to the vehicle support centre according to a connectionless communication protocol and each including a dynamic connectivity identity as a source identity in the packets, which registration packets have been sent regularly at a fixed interval (REGI), the interval being short enough for the probability to be high of each
registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same, and
a server arranged to,
associate the dynamic connectivity identity with the vehicle, when receiving
a first registration packet having a new dynamic connectivity identity,
check if there is any data to be sent to the vehicle in a vehicle data queue,
when receiving at least some registration packets, and
order the communication unit to send a return packet with such possible
data with the dynamic connectivity identity as destination address

According to another aspect of the present invention, this object is also achieved by a
computer program product for simplifying connection of a vehicle support centre to a
vehicle using a radio communication network supporting packet based communication and
comprising computer program code to make a computer perform, when said computer
program code is loaded therein:

at least order the requesting of communication from the network, and
at least order the sending of a registration packet according to a connectionless
communication protocol to the vehicle support centre,
wherein the requesting and sending are performed repeatedly at a fixed interval, where the
interval is short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving
a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, this object is also achieved by a
computer program product for sending information to a vehicle from a vehicle support
centre using a radio communication network supporting packet based communication and
comprising computer program code to make a computer perform, when said computer
program code is loaded therein:

receive registrations packets addressed to the vehicle support centre according
to a connectionless communication protocol and each including a dynamic
connectivity identity as a source identity in the packet, which registration
packets have been sent at a fixed interval, where the interval is short enough for
the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic
source connectivity identity that is the same,
associate the dynamic connectivity identity with the vehicle, when receiving a first registration packet having a new dynamic connectivity identity, check if there is any data to be sent to the vehicle in a vehicle data queue, when receiving at least some registration packets, and at least order the sending of such possible data with the dynamic connectivity identity as destination address.

According to one variation of the present invention there is provided a return message window associated with each registration packet, in which return packets can be received using the same dynamic connectivity identity. This has the advantage of making sure that the vehicle support centre can use the dynamic connectivity identity for sending data.

According to another variation of the present invention, acknowledgement of receipt of at least the first registration packet is requested. This has the advantage of ensuring that the vehicle can receive data packets from the vehicle support centre or that an alternative channel is to be opened.

According to yet another variation of the present invention the identity of the radio communication network is determined and a network indicator is set in registration packets in dependence of this network identity. This has the advantage of allowing both the vehicle and vehicle support centre to change communication settings depending on the network.

According to a further variation of the present invention a radio communication network message of a type using an identity associated with the radio communication unit as destination identity is sent from the vehicle support centre to the vehicle, where the message comprises at least a static connectivity identity of the vehicle support centre to be used in communication using said connectionless communication protocol and a preferred interval to be used for registration packets. This measure allows the vehicle support centre to provide the vehicle with communication information it needs in a flexible manner and than can be updated.

According to yet a further variation of the present invention, at least some registration packets also include at least one status indicator indicating the status of an application
provided in the vehicle. This has the advantage of allowing the vehicle support centre to limit transmission of data to data that is actually needed for the vehicle.

The invention has a number of advantages. The vehicle support centre is able to continuously send data as response to registration packets to the vehicle as long as the vehicle is connected to the network. The amount of data transmitted is furthermore low because of the connectionless protocol. There are also no connections set up, which means that the vehicle support centre does not have to keep several parallel connections. This is important especially if there are several vehicles to keep track of.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will now be described in more detail in relation to the enclosed drawings, in which:

fig. 1 schematically shows a vehicle connected to a vehicle support centre via a radio communication network,

fig. 2 shows a block schematic of parts within the vehicle that are relevant for the present invention,

fig. 3 shows a block schematic of parts within the vehicle support centre that are relevant for the present invention,

fig. 4 schematically shows a message sent from the vehicle support centre to the vehicle in order to initiate data transfer capabilities in the vehicle,

fig. 5 shows the general outline of data packets sent from vehicle to vehicle support centre and vice versa,

fig. 6 shows a flow chart of a method according to the present invention provided in the vehicle,

fig. 7 shows a flow chart of a method according to the present invention provided in the vehicle support centre,

fig. 8 schematically shows a computer program product in the form of a CD ROM disc comprising computer program code for performing the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

The present invention is directed towards providing communication between a vehicle and a vehicle support centre. There are a number of situations where this type of communication might be necessary. One such situation is for the transmission of transport orders to the vehicle from the vehicle support centre and the reporting of the status of the vehicle and driver in relation to that order. Other situations are the transmission of driver log information between the vehicle and vehicle support centre and the report of status concerning the vehicle, like for instance how it is working and if any components are faulty etc.

Fig. 1 shows a block schematic of a vehicle 10 connected to a vehicle support centre 16 via a wireless network 14. The network 14 is in an exemplifying embodiment a GPRS network, why the vehicle communicates with this network via a base station 12. In the drawing a first message M sent from the vehicle support centre 16 to the vehicle 10, a registration packet P1 sent from the vehicle to the vehicle support centre and a response packet P2 sent from the vehicle support centre 16 to the vehicle 10 are also shown. The nature of these messages and packets will be described shortly. It should be realised that the network does not need to be a GPRS network, but can be any other type of wireless network supporting address based data communication, like for instance a UMTS network or a wireless LAN network.

Fig. 2 shows a block schematic of the vehicle 10 and some parts of it that are relevant to the present invention. The vehicle includes a data bus 20, which may be a so called CAN bus. To this bus 20 there are connected a number of processors 22, 24 and 26, which are arranged for measuring different types of properties of the vehicle, like for instance engine temperature, lambda sensor and other typical vehicle data like odometer data. To this bus 20 there is furthermore connected a vehicle communication handling device 28, indicated by a dashed box, which handles some of the functionality according to the present invention. The vehicle communication handling device 28 includes a control unit 30 that interfaces with the bus 20. To the control unit 30 there is also connected a positioning unit 32, which here is in the form of a GPS receiver, a radio communication unit 36 for communication with the network, a local storage 34 as well as a user input unit 38 for
receiving inputs from a user, normally the operator of the vehicle. The user input unit 38 is preferably provided in the form of a keyboard or a keypad preferably in the form of a touch screen, but also other types of input are feasible, like for instance the use of voice inputs and voice recognition. There can also be provided a display so that the operator of the vehicle can be informed of selectable actions, received information etc. It should also be realised that the user input unit 38 can be provided in a separate handheld device like for instance in a handheld computer like a personal digital assistant. The processors 22, 24, 26, the positioning unit 32 and the user input unit 38 all allow the provision of data of one or more types to the control unit 30. The control unit 30 furthermore provides a number of applications, where one application is a positioning application providing positioning information and other applications are various types of vehicle handling applications, like a driver log application, a transport order application and a vehicle performance application.

Fig. 3 schematically shows a block schematic of the vehicle support centre 16. The vehicle support centre 16 includes a communication unit 44 for communication with the network. The communication unit 44 may or may not be a radio communication unit depending on how the interface to the wireless network is realised. Since the centre 16 is stationary it is however not necessary that this part of the connection to the network is wireless. The communication unit 44 is connected to a server 42, which is in turn connected to a storage 48 and to an input unit 46. The input unit 46 can be provided in the form of a web page, which a shipping firm may access in order to enter and receive data. It can also or additionally include a keyboard or similar input means. The input unit 46 allows the provision of data of one or more types to the server 42 and is therefore also termed data providing unit.

As mentioned earlier there are numerous situations when communication is needed between the vehicle and the vehicle support centre. However such communication is often expensive in nature, why there is a need to limit the amount of data transmitted to a minimum. The present invention aims to reduce the communication considerably, which lowers the cost and also allows a more efficient data transmission reducing the load of the network. In order to lower the amount of data and remove as much unnecessary communication as possible, there is used a connectionless communication protocol and
preferably one lacking security mechanisms. One such protocol is UDP, which is a preferred protocol according to the present invention. By using this protocol the amount of data communicated in a network is kept to a minimum. There are also no connections set up, which means that the vehicle support centre does not have to keep several parallel connections. This is important especially if there are several vehicles to keep track of. As mentioned above this protocol does not have any safety mechanisms, i.e. there is no guarantee by the network that packets are delivered as they should. Transmission of data is therefore also fast.

The vehicle support centre does according to a preferred variation of the present invention have a fixed connectivity identity for packet based communication, which is here a fixed IP address and a fixed port number, while the vehicle communication handling device because of its mobile nature would receive a dynamic connectivity identity, i.e. a dynamic IP address and port number, from the network. This means that it is easy for the vehicle to set up contact with the vehicle support centre. However, it is not a simple task for the vehicle support centre to contact the vehicle when data needs to be transmitted to it. The normal procedure would then be to connect to a DNS server with a query regarding the vehicle communication handling device and in return get an IP address and port number, which may then be used for communication. The query may for instance be based on the phone number associated with the radio communication unit. This is in many cases a long and time consuming process, especially if there are many network servers that have to be consulted before a dynamic connectivity identity is obtained that can be used. One object of the present invention is therefore to simplify for a vehicle support centre to be able to transmit data to a vehicle when using connectionless packet based communication.

How the present invention works will now be described with reference being made to the previously mentioned fig. 1 – 3 as well as to fig. 4, which shows the structure of an initiating message, fig. 5, which shows the data packet structure used, fig. 6, which shows a flow chart of a method performed in the vehicle as well as fig. 7 which shows a flow chart of a corresponding method performed in the vehicle support centre.

Before any communication can take place, the server 42 of the vehicle support centre 16 generates a configuration message M and orders the communication unit 44 to send this
message M to the vehicle 10, step 74. This configuration message M is of a type using an identity associated with the radio communication unit 36 as destination identity. This identity is normally the phone number associated with the radio communication unit 36. In one embodiment the message M is an SMS message. It can however be an MMS message or a similar message sent in the radio communication network 14. The message M comprises information that is of interest for the control unit 30 when communicating with the vehicle support centre. The message includes the static IP address AS of the communication unit 44 as well as an associated port number PS of the communication unit 44 of the vehicle support centre 16. There is furthermore an encryption key K, a registration packet interval REGI, one or more reporting intervals REPI for the different applications of the control unit 30, communication strategies to be used COMM as well as different fall back times FBT for the different applications. The reporting intervals REPI are intervals that are to be used in standard reporting of events in the vehicle, when a normal packet connection is provided, while the fall back times specify intervals to be used for reporting when an alternative, less preferred network is at hand, for instance one where communication costs are higher. The message M is received by the radio communication unit 36 of the vehicle, step 50, forwarded to the control unit 30, which goes on and stores the message in a safe part of the storage 34, i.e. a part that cannot be manipulated by neither the user of the vehicle nor by other people.

Once this message has been received the vehicle is set for reporting events that occur in the vehicle. Typically the position is to be reported about every 5 minutes, while other applications may have a longer interval when reporting information. It is now a simple task for the vehicle to report information relating to the different applications using a packet based communication mechanism. However the vehicle support centre can still not easily get hold of the vehicle.

In order to simplify this the control unit 30 of the vehicle communication handling device 28 first sets an interval timer to a time defined by the registration interval REGI specified in the message M. It thereafter orders the radio communication unit 36 to request communication from the network, step 56. It then generates the payload PL of a registration packet P1 set out according to fig. 4, step 58. The payload then includes a vehicle identifier in the form of a unit identity UID, which is typically the telephone
number associated with the radio communication unit 36 (although other ways are feasible as long as they uniquely identify the vehicle), a time stamp TS, status indications STATUS for the applications (are they running or not), a packet or sequence number PNR for the packet in question as well as CRC code. Here the payload is normally encrypted. The message structure also has a data field DATA and a first acknowledgement flag AF1.

However for these registration messages this data field DATA is normally empty. The flag AF1 will be described later on. The control unit 30 then checks if this is the first or last registration message P1 created or not, step 60, and if it is, a second acknowledgement flag AF2 is set in the payload, step 62. A last packet is also denoted a deregistration packet. The flag AF2 indicates that the control unit 30 expects to receive an acknowledgement of receipt of this packet by the vehicle support centre 16. The control unit 30 then orders the radio communication unit 36 to send the registration packet P1, step 64. The radio communication unit then sets the destination address and destination port number A1 + P1 of the packet P1 to be the fixed address and port number AS and PS associated with the communication unit 44 as well as a source identity A2 + P2, which a node in the network 14 will change into a connectivity identity in the form of a dynamic address and port number AD + PD that is assigned to the radio communication unit 36. If the packet P1 was not the first or last packet, step 60, the control unit 30 would order the radio communication unit 36 to send the packet P1 immediately without setting the flag AF2.

The control unit 30 at the same time orders the radio communication unit 36 to provide a return packet window in which it can receive return packets from the vehicle support centre 16. Thereafter the control unit 30 checks if the packet was the last, step 66, and if it was, the method is ended, step 68, while if it was not the timer is decreased, step 70. The control unit 30 then waits until the timer reaches the value of zero, step 72, and then goes back and restores the timer interval, step 54, and sends a new registration packet, step 64.

In this way the control unit 30 goes on and sends new registration packets at a fixed time interval, until communication is to be ended, which may be because the vehicle is turned off. The timing interval is set such that the probability is high that the network will associate the same connectivity identity, here in the form of an IP address and a port number, to the vehicle for all such registration packets sent during the same session. This connectivity identity is the one which the vehicle support centre sees for communication purposes. The advantage of this will be discussed in more detail later. The timing interval
is thus adapted to how fast the network is in assigning new addresses and port numbers to the same entity requesting communication. The timing interval has according to some embodiments a shortest length of 30 seconds and has preferably a length of approximately 60 seconds. If the vehicle may be used in several networks it is furthermore possible to set different timing intervals for these different networks. The return packet window is in some embodiments between 15 and 60 seconds wide and preferably approximately 30 seconds wide. Normally the first and last packet includes a request for acknowledgement, whereas the registration packets in-between do not include such a request. If no acknowledgement is received, the control unit selects an alternative communication mode and for instance one using messages like SMS or MMS messages. For this type of communication there is no need of registration packets. Here also the timing interval might be different. The registration packets are furthermore sent independently of if there is data to be transmitted to the vehicle support centre or not. In fact they do not have to include any application data at all. In this way the size of registration packets is also limited.

The control unit does normally also send packets reporting events in applications, like for instance the position. This information is sent using the same type of packets, but where the data field includes some kind of report data. As mentioned before these packets have a different timing interval. The sending might also be event driven, i.e. initiated by some event taking place in the vehicle. Each sending of application data from the vehicle to the vehicle support centre is furthermore accompanied by a request for acknowledgment of reception of the data. Since this information is sent in addition to the registration packets, they will also receive the same IP address and port number assignment as the registration packets. However they can as an alternative be combined with or replace a pure registration packet.

The communication unit 44 of the vehicle support centre 16 thus receives a number of registration packets P1 where normally the first and the last one include an acknowledgement flag AF2. Thus the communication unit 44 receives a first packet of the type P1, step 76, which is forwarded to the server 42. The server 42 compares the dynamic IP number and port number AD + PD of the packet P1 associated with the sender with a possible earlier identity associated with the user identity UID, which is stored in storage 48, step 78. If the current association does not exist, step 80, the new connectivity identity
is associated with the unit identity UID, step 82, and stored in storage 48. The server then checks if there is any data intended for the vehicle support centre in the registration packet P1 and if there were, this data is stored in the server in a data section associated with the user identity UID, step 83. Thereafter the server 42 checks if the packet P1 includes a request for acknowledgement, step 84. If the association existed in step 80, the server immediately checks if there was a request for acknowledgment, i.e. if the AF2 flag was set. If there was such an acknowledgement request, which would exist for the first registration packet sent, a response packet P2, which is here an acknowledgement packet, is generated, step 86. Also this packet looks essentially the same as the packet in fig. 5. There is one difference though and that is that in this packet the server sets the first acknowledgement flag AF1, which indicates that it is a response to the received packet P1, step 88. This response packets P2 is furthermore sent using the same packet or sequence number PNR as was used for the registration packet P1 including the request for acknowledgement.

Normally the data field DATA does not include any data here. The destination address and port numbers A1+P1 are furthermore set to the assigned address and port number AD+PD, while the source address and port number A2+P2 are set to fixed address and port number AS+PS of the vehicle support centre 16. The server 42 then orders the communication unit 44 to send the packet P2, step 90. The response packet P2 is here sent fast enough to for the vehicle 10 to be able to receive it in the return packet window. Thereafter the server 42 checks if the received packet P1 was the last packet or not, step 92. If it was the method is ended, step 94, while if it was not the vehicle support centre goes back to step 76 for receiving a new registration packet P1. If the registration packet P1 did not include a request for acknowledgement, the server 42 goes on and checks if it has data that needs to be sent to the vehicle, step 96. If it has no data to transmit, it goes back and awaits new registration packets P1, step 76, while if it has it generates a response packet P2, step 98. It then checks what applications are running by looking at the status field STATUS and selects data to be transmitted from an output queue. Data to be transmitted may then only be data directed towards applications that are running in the vehicle. The server then adds this data to the data field DATA from the output queue, step 100. Thereafter the response packet P2 is sent, step 102, and the vehicle support centre 16 yet again awaits new registration packets P1, step 76. When the server sends data in this way, the response packet P2 is also normally provided with a request for acknowledgment, so that the vehicle acknowledges the reception of this data.
In this way the vehicle support centre is able to continuously send data as response to these registration packets to the vehicle as long as the vehicle is connected to the network. Because of the status field, the vehicle support centre can furthermore directly see what application it can send data to or not.

There are a number of variations that are possible to provide in the present invention. The radio communication unit of the vehicle can determine the identity of the network it is connected to and provide this information to the control unit. The control unit may then include a network indicator setting in the registration packets. This setting may be used to indicate if the network is a preferred network, like a home network or another network, like a roamed network. Because the costs associated with data transfer in a roamed network are normally much higher than in a home network and because of other reasons, such as because times for assigning dynamic connectivity identities are different, timing and reporting intervals may be set differently for such a network than for a home network. In fact some type of data may not be sent at all. In this way it is possible for the server and the control unit to decide what data to send or not to send. It is then also possible for the vehicle to change communication strategy and move over to a message based communication, like for instance using SMS. Such changes may furthermore be necessitated by the fact that a current network does not support packet based communication. For each such change it is thus possible to change reporting intervals for the applications or to temporarily refrain from reporting until the vehicle once again moves to a preferred network. It is furthermore not necessary to use two acknowledgement flags. It is possible to combine their functions using only one flag.

Yet another variation is that if the encryption performed by the vehicle is faulty, the vehicle support centre may set a flag indicating this. Once the vehicle receives a packet with this indicator it will resend the packet in question. If the situation prevails, communication is then stopped and the vehicle support centre sends a new message $M$ with a new correct encryption key.

The use of the configuration message allows the vehicle support centre to provide the vehicle with the communication information it needs in a flexible manner. This measure
Furthermore allows the configuration data to be updated if changes are made. However the invention is possible to practise without this configuration message. The information therein can as an alternative be provided in the vehicle beforehand.

5 The present invention provides several further advantages, where a first advantage is that the amount of data transmitted is reduced. By using this protocol the amount of data communicated in a network is kept to a minimum. There are also no connections set up, which means that the vehicle support centre does not have to keep several parallel connections. This is important especially if there are several vehicles to keep track of. It is also easy for the vehicle support centre to send data to the vehicle, since it is constantly informed of the connectivity identity used.

The radio communication unit in the vehicle is preferably provided as a radio communication module, having the communication abilities of a cellular phone. Also the communication unit of the vehicle support centre can be provided in this way. The storages can be provided in the form of standard memories, but are preferably flash memories or hard discs.

The control unit in the vehicle and the server are each preferably provided in the form of a processor with program memories comprising computer program code which performs the method according to the invention. The program code can also be provided in the form of a computer program product, which may be in the form of a portable memory device, like a CD ROM disc. One such disc 104 is schematically shown in fig. 8. It may also be provided in the form of pure computer program code, which may be provided on a server and downloaded from there to a vehicle or the server of the vehicle support centre.

The network is normally a GSM-type of network or a GPRS network. It is of course also possible that the network is a UMTS network. The protocol used is not limited to UDP, but any other connectionless packet type may be used. Therefore the present invention is only to be limited by the following claims.
CLAIMS

1. Method, provided in a vehicle (10) equipped with a radio communication unit (36), for simplifying connection of a vehicle support centre (16) to the vehicle (10) using a radio communication network (14) supporting packet based communication, comprising the steps of: requesting communication from the network, (step 56), and sending a registration packet (P1) according to a connectionless communication protocol to the vehicle support centre, (step 64), wherein the steps of requesting communication and sending a registration packet are performed regularly at a fixed interval (REGI), where the interval is short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the fixed interval is in the region between 30 seconds and 120 seconds and preferably approximately 60 seconds.

3. Method according to any previous claim, further comprising the step of providing a return message window associated with each registration packet, in which return packets can be received using the same dynamic connectivity identity.

4. Method according to claim 3, wherein the return packet window is between 15 and 60 seconds and preferably approximately 30 seconds.

5. Method according to any previous claim, further comprising the step of requesting acknowledgement (AF2) of receipt of at least the first registration packet, (step 62).

6. Method according to claim 5, further comprising the steps of, if no acknowledgement is received from the vehicle support centre, changing communication technique to using a radio communication network message
type using an identity associated with the radio communication unit for receiving data from the vehicle service centre.

7. Method according to any previous claim, further comprising the steps of determining the identity of the radio communication network and setting a network indicator in registration packets in dependence of this network identity.

8. Method according to any previous claim, further comprising the step of receiving, from the vehicle support centre, a radio communication network message (M) of a type using an identity associated with the radio communication unit as destination identity, (step 50), said message comprising at least a static connectivity identity of the vehicle support centre to be used in communication using said connectionless communication protocol and a preferred interval (REGI) to be used for registration packets.

9. Method according to any previous claim, wherein the registration packet further includes a vehicle identifier (UID), preferably in the form of an identity associated with the radio communication unit.

10. Method according to any previous claim, further comprising the step of sending a deregistration packet to the vehicle support centre including a request for acknowledgment.

11. Method according to any previous claim, further comprising the step of encrypting information in the registration packet and receiving a response packet having an error indicator if the encryption is faulty.

12. Method according to any previous claim, wherein at least some registration packets also include at least one status indicator indicating the status of an application provided in the vehicle.
13. Method of sending information to a vehicle (10) from a vehicle support centre (16) using a radio communication network (14) supporting packet based communication and comprising the steps of:

receiving registration packets (P1) addressed to the vehicle support centre according to a connectionless communication protocol, (step 76), each including a dynamic connectivity identity as a source identity in the packet, which registration packets (P1) have been sent at a fixed interval (REGI), the interval being short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same, when receiving the first registration packet having a new dynamic connectivity identity, associating the dynamic connectivity identity with the vehicle, (step 82), when receiving at least some registration packets, checking if there is any data to be sent to the vehicle in a vehicle data queue, (step 96), and sending such possible data in a return packet (P2) with the dynamic connectivity identity as destination address, (step 102).

14. Method according to claim 13, wherein the step of sending is performed in a return packet window provided after a registration packet.

15. Method according to claim 13 or 14, wherein a received registration packet comprises an acknowledgment request and further comprising the step of acknowledging the received registration packet by sending a return packet (P2) acknowledging reception, (step 90).

16. Method according to any of claims 13 – 15, further comprising the step of checking if there is any data intended for the vehicle support centre when receiving each registration packet and storing such possible data, (step 83).

17. Method according to any of claims 13 - 16, further comprising the step of sending a radio communication network message (M) of a type using an identity associated with the radio communication unit as destination identity, (step 74), said message comprising at least a static connectivity identity (AS +
20

PS) of the vehicle support centre to be used in communication using said connectionless communication protocol and a preferred interval (REGI) to be used for registration packets.

18. Method according to any of claims 13 – 17, wherein a registration packet is encrypted and further comprising the step of determining if the encryption is correct or not and returning an error indicator if the encryption is faulty.

19. Vehicle communication handling device (28) for simplifying connection of a vehicle support centre (16) to a vehicle via a radio communication network (14) supporting packet based communication comprising:

- a radio communication unit (36) for communication using the radio communication network, and
- a control unit (30) arranged to

  order the radio communication unit to request communication from the network, and

  order the communication unit to send a registration packet (P1) according to a connectionless communication protocol to the vehicle support centre, wherein the control unit is arranged to order the radio communication unit to perform said requesting of communication and sending of registration packets repeatedly at a fixed interval (REGI), the interval being short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same.

20. Vehicle communication handling device according to claim 19, wherein the control unit orders the radio communication unit to provide a return message window associated with each registration packet, in which return packets can be received.

21. Vehicle communication handling device according to claim 19 or 20, wherein the control unit provides a request for acknowledgement of receipt by the vehicle support centre at least in the first registration packet.
22. Vehicle communication handling device according to any of claims 19 - 21, wherein if no acknowledgement is received from the vehicle support centre, the control unit is arranged to order the radio communication unit to change communication technique to use a radio communication network message type using an identity associated with the radio communication unit for receiving data from the vehicle support centre.

23. Vehicle communication handling device (28) according to any of claims 19 - 22, wherein the control unit is further arranged to order the radio communication unit to determine the identity of the radio communication network and then set a network indicator for inclusion in registration packets in dependence of this network identity.

24. Vehicle communication handling device (28) according to any of claims 19 – 23, wherein the radio communication unit is further arranged to receive, from the vehicle support centre, a radio communication network message (M) of a type using an identity associated with the radio communication unit as destination identity, said message comprising at least a static connectivity identity (AS + PS) of the vehicle support centre to be used in communication using said connectionless communication protocol and a preferred interval to be used for registration packets (REGI) and forward the message to the control unit, the control unit being further arranged to store said message for later use in providing registration packets.

25. Vehicle communication handling device according to any of claims 19 - 24, wherein the control unit is further arranged to order the radio communication unit to send a deregistration packet to the vehicle support centre including a request for acknowledgment.

26. Vehicle (10) for exchanging vehicle related data with a vehicle support centre (16) and comprising a vehicle communication handling device according to any of claims 19 – 24.
27. Vehicle support centre (16) for sending information to a vehicle (10) using a radio communication network (14) supporting packet based communication and comprising:

a communication unit (44) arranged to

receive registration packets (P1) addressed to the vehicle support centre according to a connectionless communication protocol and each including a dynamic connectivity identity as a source identity in the packets, which registration packets have been sent regularly at a fixed interval (REGI), the interval being short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same, and

a server (42) arranged to,

associate the dynamic connectivity identity with the vehicle, when receiving a first registration packet (P1) having a new dynamic connectivity identity,

check if there is any data to be sent to the vehicle in a vehicle data queue, when receiving at least some registration packets, and

order the communication unit to send a return packet (P2) with such possible data with the dynamic connectivity identity as destination address.

28. Vehicle support centre (16) according to claim 27, wherein the server is arranged to order the sending of a return packet (P2) for reception in a return packet window provided after a registration packet (P1).

29. Vehicle support centre (16) according to claim 27 or 28, wherein a received registration packet comprises an acknowledgment request (AF2) and the server is further arranged to acknowledge the received registration packet by ordering the sending of a return packet (P2) acknowledging reception.

30. Vehicle support centre (16) according to any of claims 27 – 29, wherein the server is further arranged to check if there is any data intended for the vehicle support centre when receiving each registration packet and storing such possible data in a data store.
31. Vehicle support centre (16) according to any of claims 27 - 30, wherein the server is further arranged to order the sending of a radio communication network message (M) of a type using an identity associated with the radio communication unit as destination identity, said message comprising at least a static connectivity identity (AS + PS) of the vehicle support centre to be used in communication using said connectionless communication protocol and a preferred interval (REGI) to be used for registration packets.

32. Computer program product (104) for simplifying connection of a vehicle support centre (16) to a vehicle (10) using a radio communication network (14) supporting packet based communication and comprising computer program code to make a computer perform, when said computer program code is loaded therein:
at least order the requesting of communication from the network, and
at least order the sending of a registration packet (P1) according to a connectionless communication protocol to the vehicle support centre, wherein the requesting and sending are performed repeatedly at a fixed interval (REGI), where the interval is short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same.

33. Computer program product (104) for sending information to a vehicle (10) from a vehicle support centre (16) using a radio communication network (14) supporting packet based communication and comprising computer program code to make a computer perform, when said computer program code is loaded therein:
receive registrations packets (P1) addressed to the vehicle support centre according to a connectionless communication protocol and each including a dynamic connectivity identity as a source identity in the packet, which registration packets have been sent at a fixed interval (REGI), where the interval is short enough for the probability to be high of each registration packet receiving a dynamic source connectivity identity that is the same,
associate the dynamic connectivity identity with the vehicle, when receiving a first registration packet having a new dynamic connectivity identity, check if there is any data to be sent to the vehicle in a vehicle data queue, when receiving at least some registration packets, and at least order the sending of such possible data with the dynamic connectivity identity as destination address.
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